FILM CAPACITORS

FILM CAPACITORS · X/Y
Bei Interesse an unseren X/Y Serien senden Sie uns
gerne eine E-Mail an info@jianghai-europe.com
Wir freuen uns auf Ihre Anfrage!

If you are interested in our X / Y series, please send
us an email to info@jianghai-europe.com
We look forward to your inquiry!

FILM CAPACITORS

ABOUT US

Capacitors from Jianghai
( CHIN A )
(

» ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

).

» POLYMER CAPACITORS

Jianghai has grown since its foundation
in 1958 to become the largest Chinese

polymer aluminum electrolytic capacitors: the voltage proof for

manufacturer of aluminum capacitors generating revenues of more

200V, enabling the utilization of these advanced capacitors in

than 500 million USD in 2019.

more applications, e.g. in white goods, industrial automation,

While Jianghai started in the
beginning with the production
of specialty chemicals (e.g., electrolyte solutions), it entered the

» CAPACITOR COMPETENCE CENTER

production of aluminum electrolytic capacitors already in 1970.

Global presence of experienced sales and technical marketing

» INTEGRATION OF PREMATERIAL

local support of our customers based on sound know-how in

More recently, Jianghai extended its production range by
integrating high and low voltage anode foil etching and forming

additional service for its customers

facilities. All factories are located in mainland China: the most

in Europe: Experts for capacitors are

important ones are in Nantong (north to Shanghai), in Inner

awaiting telephone calls or emails

Mongolia, and in Xi’An area. Jianghai is well prepared for further

at the CCCenter as a kind of hotline

expansion due to its successful entrance to the stock market

for all kind of technical requests.

in summer 2010.
» CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS
» FILM CAPACITORS

Jianghai’s particular strength as a volume manufacturer is to

Jianghai’s product range comprises

offer customized products. Jianghai focuses on the demanding

aluminum electrolytic capacitors

professional industrial segment with many power electronics

in screw terminal, snap-in and
radial leaded styles. In 2012,

several specialized university institutes as well as the access

the product portfolio was

to all vital pre-materials enable Jianghai to create engineered,

complemented by a range
of power film capacitors.
For this new business unit,

Jianghai is continuously improving processes, thereby enhancing

Jianghai also follows the strategy
of vertical integration and thus the production will extend

X/Y capacitors. Highly automated production facilities ensure

» CONTACT
Jianghai Europe Electronic Components GmbH

by the thriving electric vehicle market in China, Jianghai has
attained a leading position for the supply of theses customer

